study explores students' text responses in regard to gender differences. The literature suggests indicators that distinguish strong from weak readers and that these indicators could be observed in text responses.
A student's text response, such as "The son wanted to help his fellow students", to a reading test question provides interesting insights about the respondent: Which information from the previously read text does the answer treat? Does the answer repeat the text or does it add information? And is this information relevant to correctly answer the question? Particularly in large-scale assessments, such linguistic features in responses have not been considered hitherto due to the mass of data and the resulting obstacles for reliable and objective coding. To overcome these, the present study analyzed the text responses to reading questions automatically by computer software adapted from Zehner et al. (2016) . Accordingly, it also adds to the understanding of the gender gap in reading literacy. It identifies responses typical for either gender and contrasts their features. This way, the typical girl and boy in responding to reading questions are characterized.
The study compiles a theoretical framework about which linguistic features in the responses can be mapped to preceding cognitive processes determining success or failure in reading. That is, we regard responses as the outcomes of reading-associated cognitive processes and depict which indicators obtained from responses may reflect differences in the underlying cognitions having produced the response.
The Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA; OECD 2016) assesses, among others, the reading literacy of adolescents. Its data provide an attractive opportunity to analyze the gender differences. Since its first round in 2000, PISA found notably large deviations between male and female adolescents in more than eighty countries and economies, to date. At the same time, the millions of text responses in many languages have not been an accessible source of information beyond scoring so far. Thus, recent innovations in natural language processing are an appealing methodological innovation for educational large-scale assessments.
The gender gap, as the use case of the methodological development presented here, is at the core of this study and refers to the comparison of means. Yet, a mean score is not representative of its entire distribution, and, like Stanat and Kunter (2002) observed, the subgroup distributions largely overlap. Hence, this large overlap shows that there is actually no gap between the genders, only between their means-which in turn is statistically significant and remarkably wide. That is why we, in this study, mainly conducted analyses at the level of typical responses for the genders-these typical, gender-specific responses are defined as groups of semantically similar responses significantly dominated by boys or girls, respectively. Obviously, this definition hands the decision on what is typical down to empirics. We use the term gender when an analysis splits the data by gender, and we use the term gender-specific responses and typical boy or girl when the analysis contrasts the genders' particularly typical responses characterizing the genders' distinct responding to PISA reading questions. Finally note that a student's gender is a distal predictor for reading literacy, whereas the cognitive approach is a proximal one. That is, the way the student attempts to solve the reading task is directly impacting the task response as well as the overall measure of their literacy, whereas the student's gender influences these only indirectly.
Response features that are indicative for reading proficiency
In this section, we first illustrate exemplary PISA materials for contextualizing the subsequent subsections, which depict the cognitive processes in action when a student responds to a reading question. With this, we identify features that distinguish weak and strong readers.
Sample PISA stimulus and question
For easier reading of the following subsections, Fig. 1 illustrates a prototypical PISA stimulus and question. They will serve as examples in the following subsections. (OECD 2006, p. 59-60) . Note that this sample stimulus and this question were not part of the present study Generally, the exemplary stimulus text deals with a survey about bullying in schools. It ends with a note on the suicide of Kiyoteru Okouchi who had been bullied at school. The question asks the students why this suicide is referred to in the article. Correct responses "[relate] the bullying-suicide incident to public concern and/or the survey OR [refer] to the idea that the death was associated with extreme bullying" (p. 60), for example, "To give the background to why people are so concerned about bullying in Japan. " (OECD 2006, p. 60) . The present study analyzed responses similar to this one to eight items referring to seven texts. Both, the sample text and question are representative for the included texts and items.
Theoretical framework: from reading to responding
This study endeavors to shed more light on the reasons for the observed gender difference. We, as researchers, observe it at the end of a long chain of events and conditions in the form of deviating means. For exploring the sources of the difference, the whole conglomerate-from reading the stimulus to responding to questions about it-needs to be contemplated. (I) The students come with their individual abilities and states into the testing situation. There, (II.a) they are exposed to a stimulus text and question (II.b) created by the researcher according to the construct framework. Both, (III.a) reading and comprehending the text as well as (III.b) finding an answer take place in the students' cognitions. Finally, (IV) students formulate a response corresponding to the mental representation of their solution. In the end, (V.a) the researcher aggregates scores based on these responses, (V.b) observes group differences, and (V.c) interprets them as different degrees of reading literacy.
Whether the students' cognitions are the original source for subgroup differences or only a mediator of other influences, the difference would always leave its imprint on the cognitions (III). Thus, the cognitions constitute a suitable level for investigating where the differences come from. The cognitions' direct outcome is a response (IV) containing indicators for the preceding cognitions, confounded only by verbal production skills and test motivation. In the present study, we extrapolate specific features in the cognitive processes from the student responses. In survey and also in discourse research it is an established paradigm to infer from people's language to the preceding cognitive processes (cf. Heritage 2005; te Molder and Potter 2005; Tourangeau et al. 2009; Wetherell 2007) . Similarly, educational or psychological assessments typically address latent cognitive constructs. In most cases, the test takers' levels on the latent construct are extrapolated from their responses (V.c); for example, from their raw score (V.a). Thus, the connection between the responses and preceding cognitions is similarly apparent in the state of the art of assessment.
Equally to aligning instruments (II.b) and the interpretation of their outcomes to the theoretical framework of the construct (V.c), the respective operationalizations for mapping response features to cognitions need to be closely led by theoretical models, which are depicted in the following subsections. According to the situation model (Kintsch and van Dijk 1978) , we name the crucial cognitive processes taking place while the students process the text (III.a). Then, we frame the situation model's outcomes into the cognitive model QUEST (Graesser and Franklin 1990) to trace how students achieve their solution (III.b). Further works by Graesser outline how the students finally craft this solution into their response (IV). The last theoretical subsection describes how we attempt to operationalize the outcomes in the responses in order to map them back to the cognitions. Only the terminology necessary for the present study is sketched, and the models are framed into the PISA context. Kintsch and van Dijk (1978) introduced a holistic model to describe the cognitive processes involved while readers attempt to understand a text.
Reading cognitions-the Situation Model
1 At the very base, the model states that readers extract micropropositions from the text base and store them in their memory. Each proposition either carries information about one of the text entities (i.a., persons, non-physical constructs) or about the relation between at least two of the entities (e.g., [parents] are aware of [bullying] ). Thus, propositions are "a representation that more directly reflects the semantic relations that are crucial for how people understand, remember, and think with language" (Kintsch 1998, p. 49) .
Observing the type of elements persons recall from texts, Kintsch and van Dijk concluded that readers build, in addition to micro-, also macropropositions. These contain higher-order information such as a paragraph's gist or additional propositions not explicitly stated but implied by the text. They can be inferred by the reader from micropropositions (bottom-up) as well as inferred or retrieved from the reader's knowledge (e.g., descriptive knowledge, schemata; top-down).
Good and bad readers differ in how easily they can access propositions from their memory and in how validly they reconstruct inaccessible information (Kintsch and van Dijk 1978) . This particular finding serves as the base for our first operationalization measuring the number of propositions incorporated into a response. It can be interpreted as the number of elements in a student's mental situation model that are referenced to answer the question. The usage of some type of proposition count, for diverse purposes, had been commonplace in the already referenced studies by Kintsch and van Dijk and has been established since then (e.g., Martín-Loeches et al. 2008; Olson et al. 1985; Walker and Kintsch 1985) . As the second operationalization of crucial features in the situation model, the present study assessed whether a proposition comes from the micro-or macrostructures.
Test taker responses as approximation of their cognitive processes
While the previous section outlined how readers make sense of text, it is now of further interest how the created situation model serves to answer questions in tests such as the PISA literacy assessment. At the surface, answering such questions requires two phases. First (cf. III.b), the student needs to cognitively query potential solutions by retrieving and/or inferring information from the memory and to decide for a subset of solutions. Second (cf. IV), the student needs to articulate the chosen solution. These phases interact with each other and can iterate several times.
Elaborating on the first phase, Graesser and Franklin (1990) describe the model QUEST. First of all, the student processes the question itself with two aims. (a) The question category needs to be identified in terms of the question function (i.a., WHY, HOW, WHN; Graesser and Clark 1985; Graesser and Murachver 1985) combined with the type of semantic focus (i.e., action, event, state) resulting in categories such as WHY<action>. (b) Also, the question focus needs to be identified, defining the semantic aim of the question (Graesser and Franklin 1990) . For example, for answering the sample item (cf. Fig. 1 ), the student needs to focus on the semantics article mentions death of Kiyoteru.
After having identified category and focus, the student's cognitions query corresponding knowledge structures in the memory relevant for answering (Graesser and Franklin 1990) . The student's situation model of the stimulus serves as one such memory structure. Conversely, if the question focuses on an area without propositions in the situation model, its macrostructures are enriched by the additionally queried knowledge structures. These steps are where the situation model and QUEST come together. Briefly summarized, the knowledge structures comprise propositions, called statement nodes, that are winnowed down to those that are relevant and compatible to the question focus and category (Graesser and Franklin 1990) . These final, semantically relevant propositions form the set of legitimate solutions for formulating the response. For the present study, accordingly, the third measure captured the semantic relevance of the expressed propositions for the question focus and category. This is in line with the definition of text passage relevance, which is "the degree to which a segment is germane to a specific task" (McCrudden and Schraw 2007, p. 114) .
Along with the described processes during text comprehension as well as during crafting of the response, the students' cognitions always follow a given goal orientation (Graesser and Franklin 1990; McCrudden and Schraw 2007; van Dijk and Kintsch 1983) . In the assessment context, the students ideally do their best to correctly answer the question. The entire process is not only influenced by the students' volition but, according to the MD-TRACE model (Rouet and Britt 2011) , they also make decisions during reading-some implicit, some explicit-determined by their task understanding. For this, they bring internal resources into the process such as prior knowledge and selfregulation skills additionally influencing whether processes end up successfully or are initiated at all.
In the second phase, the student needs to express the chosen solution through text. Graesser and Clark (1985) and Graesser and Murachver (1985) describe the corresponding cognitive component to be highly dependent on the previously identified question category. That means for example, a WHY<action> question would lead to a concatenation of the solution propositions by category-specific terms such as because or in order to (Graesser and Clark 1985, p. 269) . While this cognitive component is not very thoroughly defined in the model, the central idea is that the answer is produced by concatenating the required propositions by terms typical for the question category. The crux of this model specification in the second phase is twofold for the present study. First, the propositions are assumed to be directly incorporated into the response; hence, the linguistic level provides an ideal way for observing preceding cognitions. Second, the propositions of interest are linguistically enriched by category-specific terms that do not constitute proposition counterparts. It needs to be noted that the described model does not provide much detail about the linguistic production, however, using purely psycholinguistic production models would go beyond this study's scope. We acknowledge that the production phase is further confounded by word retrieval, syntax use, and engagement.
Automatically extracting features from text responses
The preceding section defined three measures worth capturing in student responses to distinguish features of the corresponding cognitions during reading: the response's total number of propositions, the degree of semantic closeness to the given text, and the propositions' relevance for answering the question. This section describes how these features can be automatically extracted at a conceptual level and depicts related work. The three features, picked from this complex process, meet two conditions-throughout, they are a crucial component of the process, and they are directly observable in the response. For example, relevance affects the process through the question focus when related knowledge structures are queried and also significantly aids to narrow down the information to the final set of legitimate solution propositions. At the same time, relevance is inherent to the decision whether a response is correct or not and, thus, is apparently observable.
The basic processing: semantics and parts of speech
In order to show how the three features are operationalized, we first need to describe the general processing of responses. For this study, we adapted the software described by Zehner et al. (2016) . As the first staging post, the software builds groups of semantically homogenous responses. For this, it tokenizes (splits) a response into words, corrects the spelling, cuts off affixes such as -ing, and removes semantically irrelevant words. The example response "To give the background to why people are so concerned about bullying in Japan. " would thus be reduced to the tokens give, background, people, concern, bully, and japan. Next, for gathering information about the semantics of words, the software applies a Latent Semantic Analysis (Deerwester et al. 1990 ) to a text corpus. This step constitutes the core of the methodology proposed here. The result is a dictionary in which each word is assigned to a 300-dimensional vector, building a so-called semantic space. In this space, the vectors of semantically similar terms point to similar directions, while vectors of distinct terms point to different directions. The software computes the centroid ("average") vector of all tokens for each response and clusters these in order to group responses into response types. Besides this procedure, the software's scope was extended for this study by an implementation of part-of-speech (POS) tagging. This means, the software annotates every word in a response with a tag for its part of speech (POS; e.g., NN for Japan: Normal Noun). The Stuttgart-Tübingen Tagset (STTS; Schiller et al. 1999) was applied for analyzing German responses; see Table S1 in Additional file 1 for the tag meanings. The example response would thus read: 
Approximating the extraction of propositions: Proposition Entities
For the following depiction, it is important to bear the following in mind. Many students who are assessed in low-stakes studies respond in a largely sloppy style. Such improper language entails severe difficulties for natural language processing (NLP). This is why we stick to rather coarse-grained methodological approaches, such as stemming-cutting of affixes instead of resolving the actual word stem-or the bag of words-a paradigm investigating words as separate units and, thus, neglecting word order and syntax. As high-stakes assessments bring about language in responses that complies more to the standard, more sophisticated NLP technologies can be used there. But the employed operationalizations in the present study needed to tolerate language deviating from the standard regularly. Hence, they are regarded as approximations of the indicators described in the theoretical framework.
Where Kintsch and van Dijk (1978) refer to propositions as a whole, we operate at the level of what we call proposition entities (i.e., specific words) in order to approximate propositions. This is not precisely what was defined by the authors of the model since propositions most often consist of the specific combination of two or three words (predicates with arguments), such as concerned(people, bullying), which represents "people are concerned about bullying". For our operationalizations of the reading cognitions, propositions are not parsed but only approximated for four reasons. (1) NLP techniques are not (yet) able to reliably extract propositions from texts like responses in large-scale assessments that contain lots of informal, thus often improper, language (cf. Dzikovska et al. 2016; Higgins et al. 2014) . Research dealing with automated speech recognition or informal messages similarly face the challenge to tolerate improper sentence boundaries, lots of syntactical and morphological errors, omitted or erroneous words, and so forth (Huang et al. 2014; Mohammad et al. 2014; Shrestha et al. 2015) . Powerful approaches such as PropBank (Palmer et al. 2005) are highly dependent on well-formed language, and recent improvements (e.g., Shrestha et al. 2015) are not available off-theshelf. (2) Another shortcoming of these approaches is they cannot extract all propositions implied by a given number of words as it was intended by Kintsch and van Dijk (1978) because a single word can imply numerous propositions within the situation model. For just this reason, a recent development in proposition extraction, so-called Minimal Meaningful Propositions, conceptually disregards "any implications, presuppositions, or entailments" (Godea et al. 2016, p. 3229) . (3) Out of these numerous propositions, whether the propositions are relevant or not is furthermore dependent on the question focus, category, and stimulus context. In some contexts, the matter of relevance is also a subjective one (cf. the Error Analysis in Godea et al. 2016, p. 3231) . Finally, (4) a student response is a reaction to a specific question referring to a specific text and is, thus, constrained to a more or less narrow set of legitimate propositions. This leads to many formulations that imply more than they are expressing literally. For example, "extreme" could be a minimal response to the example question-although not included in the response, one would assume the corresponding subject to be "Kiyoteru's bullying" (was extreme). In linguistics, this phenomenon is referred to as pragmatics. These four reasons show that even single words need to be considered as proper propositions.
We name a word that is capable of constituting a proposition element a proposition entity (PE). A word is a PE if it genuinely adds to what is being referred to in the situation model, thus, it needs to be one of the following STTS tags: ADJA, ADJD, ADV, NE, NN, PDS, PIS, PPER, PPOSS, PRELS, PWS, PWAV, PTKANT, VVFIN, VVIMP, VVINF, VVIZU, VVPP, VMFIN, VMINF, or VMPP (cf. Table S1 in Additional file 1 for the tag meanings). The bottom line is, these are the following parts of speech:
• Nouns and pronouns, which often refer to subjects in the situation model.
• Non-auxiliary verbs, which often refer to actions.
• Adjectives and adverbs, which often describe subjects or actions.
• Linguistic answer particles that are reactions to questions (e.g., "yes"), which often add a specific expression of attitude to a response.
Therefore, all the PEs add genuine information to the response and they are not language artifacts or other word companions. The main logic about which tags are considered PEs is best described by examples. For example, auxiliary verbs (i.a., VAFIN) such as in they/PPER are/VAFIN concerned/ADJ are rather considered linguistic artifacts than indicators for genuine elements in the situation model. As another example, PPOS-SAT is an attributive possessive pronoun followed by the noun it refers to-such as in their/PPOSSAT concern/NN. Instances of PPOSSAT are not considered PEs because the element that is genuinely introduced to the response is the concern. On the other hand, words tagged with PPOSS are substituting possessive pronouns, which means that they are not followed by the respective noun-such as theirs/PPOSS. Words tagged with PPOSS, contrary to PPOSSAT, are considered PEs because they act as proper references to an entity in the situation model. The approach of approximating single, specific words as propositions' elements is not entirely new. CPIDR is a system that similarly annotates texts with their parts of speech and interprets specific parts of speech as propositional ideas (Brown et al. 2008 ). Since CPIDR is tailored to English texts and centers around propositional quantity, which is only part of our study, the program was not suitable for our purposes.
In contrast to PEs, the potent concept of Minimal Meaningful Propositions (MMPs; Godea et al. 2016) refers to (intentionally) minimal but complete statements comprising several words. The MMP concept is implemented through, among others, syntactic parsing and aims at using further fine-grained technologies in the future such as identifying semantic roles of constituents and coreference resolution. All these are highly language dependent and reliant on proper language. This condition is not met by the improper language often prominent in low-stakes responses. The-in these terms-rather coarsegrained concept of PEs, requiring only tokenizing and POS tagging, is scalable to more languages and conditions, such as incorrect language. Note that we critically discuss the concept of PEs in "Limitations and directions".
How to extract the three measures conceptually
As introduced before, the study reports three measures. The first one is the count of PEs for approximating the number of incorporated propositions in the response, in line with the number of recalled propositions as an indicator for a reader's proficiency level (Kintsch and van Dijk 1978) .
The second measure distinguishes micro-and macropropositions as described by Kintsch and van Dijk (1978) . Micropropositions are explicated in the text stimulus or question and the student only repeats them in the response. Macropropositions are logically inferred from the text or added from the student's knowledge by top-down processes. In order to measure how close a response's PE is to the stimulus or question, its semantics are compared to all tokens in the stimulus and question using cosine similarity in the semantic space. The maximum value of all these cosine similarities is then regarded as the PE's closeness to the text (high similarities indicate micropropositions repeating the stimulus or question, low similarities indicate macropropositions introducing new information compared to the stimulus and question). For better readability this is called the micro measure in the following. Some questions require micro-, others macropropositions in correct responses.
The third measure considers a PE's compatibility and importance to the question focus as defined in the QUEST model. Successful constraint propagation results in a response compatible to the question focus because the filtered knowledge structures had been selected with respect to it (Graesser and Franklin 1990 )-in other terms, the PE is relevant to the problem solution. We refer to this measure as relevance hereinafter. Here, relevance means the extent to which a PE contributes to the correctness of a response. The relevance measure, analogously to the micro measure, computes the maximum cosine similarity of a PE to all tokens given in correct example responses in the so-called PISA coding guides. These are documents for human coders that include reference responses for deciding which responses should be considered correct. They constitute the best available source of entirely correct responses which exclusively comprise propositions relevant to the solution.
Selected work on the reading literacy gender gap
As the proposed methodology's use case in this study is the investigation of the gender literacy gap, this section briefly reports a few central findings centering around the matter.
Particularly over the last three decades, research has been producing a huge body of findings about gender differences in reading literacy. In PISA, girls have been consistently outperforming boys (OECD 2002 (OECD , 2004 (OECD , 2007 (OECD , 2010b (OECD , 2013 (OECD , 2016 . That is the case across all countries-with only two non-significant exceptions in 2000 and one in 2003-and across all cycles, constituting 348 comparisons in total. With the scale's standard deviation of 100 points, the gender gap average in the OECD ranged from 27 points in These numbers show an astonishingly stable figure that appears even more remarkable when considering that the effect was not always replicated in other studies (Elley 1994; Hyde and Linn 1988; Thorndike 1973; White 2007; Wolters et al. 2014 (Drechsel and Artelt 2007; OECD 2004 OECD , 2007 Schaffner et al. 2004) , 40 points in 2009 OECD 2010b) , 44 points in 2012 (Hohn et al. 2013; OECD 2013) , and 21 points in 2015 (OECD 2016; Weis et al. 2016 ).
Research questions
The preceding sections describe how good readers differ from poor readers. The presented analyses demonstrate the feasibility and usefulness of the proposed methodology by exploring the reading gender gap and answering two research questions along the lines of the proposed indicative features. (A) How do girls and boys differ in the number of propositions used in their responses? (B) How do gender-specific responses differ with respect to the use of micro-versus macropropositions and the extent to which these are relevant?
Methods

Participants and procedure
The analyzed responses come from the German PISA 2012 sample. This includes a representative sample of 15-year-old students as well as a representative sample of ninthgraders in Germany. A detailed sample description can be found at Prenzel et al. (2013) and OECD (2014). Due to a booklet design, the numbers of test takers varied for each item ( 4152 ≥ n ≥ 4234 ; cf. Table 1 ). In PISA 2012, reading, math, and science were assessed paper-based. Parts of the German text data had been transcribed for a previous study, thus, they constituted a unique source of information (for the detailed transcription procedure cf. Zehner et al. 2016) . Also, the large oversample of ninth-graders (see above), in addition to the regular PISA sample, provided the analysis with additional information and power.
Materials
Items in PISA typically comprise a stimulus and a question referring to it. Responses used for the analyses stem from eight dichotomous items assessing reading literacy for which the transcribed response data were available (cf. the reading items in Zehner et al. 2016 ). These eight items refer to seven different stimulus texts and only the items 1. explain protagonist's feeling and 6. verbal production ask about the same text. Due to repeated measurements in PISA, the item contents are confidential and cannot be described here. For the same reason, example responses cannot be published as they would disclose the item contents. Instead, the analyses characterize the responses using the linguistic measures. The eight items are listed in Table 1 , each given a name for better traceability in the following. A sample stimulus text and question is presented in the previous section Sample PISA Stimulus and Question.
The items ranged from difficult (10%) to easy (83%; cf. Table 1 ). For estimating person ability, empty responses were coded as incorrect if reached in the test administration. The question category (sensu Graesser and Clark 1985) varied equally across items. According to the PISA framework (OECD 2013), the assessed cognitive aspect mainly varied between the two of three aspects Integrate and Interpret and Reflect and Evaluate. The third aspect, Access and Retrieve, was only represented by one item. Access and Retrieve items require the student to find a specific information explicitly stated in the text. Thus, the responses should basically include micropropositions. For the other two categories, micro-as well as macropropositions can be necessary for correct answering. The available data used in the present study only contained one Access and Retrieve item, which is not representative for the PISA assessment. Thus, the reporting only relates to the PISA framework categories when their characteristics are relevant to the matter.
Finally, in PISA 2012, the test motivation was measured by assessing the difference between self-reported engagement in the PISA test and self-reported expected engagement in a test relevant for the student's school grades. This measure was used to control for test motivation.
Table 1 Item characteristics
The items refer to seven different stimulus texts. Only items 1 and 6 ask students about the same text a Question category according to QUEST (Graesser and Clark 1985; Graesser and Murachver 1985) 
Measures and analyses
In summary, the analyses used three measures to distinguish responses (cf. the section "Automatically extracting features from text responses Processing of Short Text Responses").
Proposition Entity Count (PEC)
: number of words annotated as a PE-i.e., nouns, pronouns, non-auxiliary verbs, adjectives, adverbs, answer particles 2. Micro: a PE's degree of similarity to the stimulus text and question 3. Relevance: a PE's degree of relevance for solving the item Only PEs were included in the analysis of the micro and relevance measures. For this, PEs with different degrees of micro and relevance measures were counted: relevant and irrelevant micropropositions as well as relevant and irrelevant macropropositions. Propositions were classified as micropropositions if their micro similarity value ranged within the distribution's upper 25% of all PEs, as macropropositions otherwise. Analogously, propositions with a relevance value within the distribution's lower 25% of all PEs were classified as irrelevant, as relevant otherwise. This logic applied the conventional norm definition, with the middle 50% of a distribution constituting the average. That means, propositions needed to be at least somewhat dissimilar from the stimulus text and question in order to be macropropositions and at least somewhat similar to the reference responses in the coding guides in order to be relevant. While it is always worthwhile to include relevant propositions in a response, it depends on the question and stimulus whether micro-or macropropositions, or both, are necessary for correctly answering the question. In order to not confound the measures with the PEC, the relevant and irrelevant micro-and macropropositions were analyzed as relative frequencies within the response.
Analyses involving the PEC were conducted at two levels. First, gender was used as the split criterion in order to analyze the measures' relationships with gender. Second, in accordance with the arguments presented in the Introduction, responses were additionally grouped into semantically homogeneous types by a cluster analysis. This was similar to Zehner et al. (2016) , except that the entire data was used as training data without cross-validation. The numbers of clusters were determined by the system's best performance (agreement between human and computer coding) aiming for relatively small numbers of clusters in order to attain clusters with appropriate sizes. Next, per cluster, the gender ratio and 95% Wilson confidence intervals (CI) were computed (Oranje 2006; Wilson 1927) . Clusters with confidence intervals that did not overlap with the respective gender's expected value (given by the gender ratio for the item) were flagged as genderspecific. Only responses assigned to these clusters were used in the subsequent analyses. Other analyses than those involving the PEC were only conducted at this second level. This was, because the micro and relevance measures are semantic measures and it is not reasonable to assume that all responses by one gender were semantically homogeneous and pooling these was informative-that is, all boy responses would contain the same semantics as would all girl responses; at the same time, the two groups' semantics would need to be informatively different. Rather, the procedure identifies homogeneous responses typical for boys or girls and then pools these gender-specific responses.
This way, the groups of typical girl responses could contain some boy responses and vice versa. This is in line with the observation stated in the Introduction. An implication of only including response types dominated by boys or girls is that we contrasted particularly gender-specific responses and did not study mixed response types. Also, this decreased the sample size leading to lower testing power.
The difference between splitting by gender and automatically selected gender-specific response types becomes apparent in Table 2 , which illustrates the itemwise gender gap by split criterion. Please see Table S2 in Additional file 2 for the percentage of students included in gender-specific response types. If split by gender, the girls' advantage of solving the items ranged from 1% to 14%. If split by gender-specific response types, the advantage notably increases, ranging from 22% to 71%.
All analyses are reported per item because responses depend highly on the corresponding item. Most analyses controlled for the response correctness based on judgments by PISA's human coders. This way, the reported effects are not confounded by the fact that girls respond correctly more often.
All analyses excluded empty responses. Apart from reflecting differences in cognitive approaches as described in the Results, the PISA reading gender gap was also crucially influenced by the large number of boys who did not respond at all. For all analyzed items, there were significant proportions of empty responses by boys. On average, they produced 63% of the empty responses across the eight items ( SD = 7%).
In the presented data, PEC correlated negatively by r = − 0.18 with micro and by r = − 0.15 with relevance. Opposed to that, micro and relevance correlated moderately by r = 0.38.
Software
The employed software implements open software, libraries, and packages. First, the software builds a database storing a Wikipedia dump using JWPL (Zesch et al. 2008) . DKPro Similarity (Bär et al. 2013 ), which in turn primarily utilizes S-Space (Jurgens and Stevens 2010) , is used to build a vector space model. The response processing makes use of components offered in DKPro Core (Gurevych et al. 2007) , which fit into the Apache UIMA Framework (Ferrucci and Lally, 2004) . For stemming, Snowball (Porter 2001) is used, and for POS tagging, the German Stanford NLP parser with the PCFG model (Rafferty and Manning 2008) is employed. The parser also annotates POS tags by rating the likelihood of candidate syntax trees and returning one tag for each word from the highest rated tree (Klein and Manning 2003) . For statistical matters, the software evokes R (R Core Team 2016), which was also used for further statistical analyses, partly using the packages binom for computing ratios' confidence intervals (Dorai-Raj 2014) and doS-NOW for parallelizing computations (Revolution Analytics and Weston 2014). 
Results
Structured by the research questions, this section first reports (A.I) how the genders differed in their PEC, (A.II) how these results changed when only gender-specific responses were included, and (B) the differences in the relevance and micro-/macrolevel of the PEs.
Proposition Entity Count (PEC)
Prior to the substantive analyses of interest, PEC was checked to not just constitute an outcome of test motivation, mediated through the response length. This way, PEC turned out to be only marginally negatively related to test motivation, with r ranging from − 0.02 for 6. verbal production to − 0.11 for 7. select and judge.
PEC by gender (A.I)
Gender affected the number of PEs for every item significantly (cf. Table 3 ), in that girls incorporated more PEs into their responses. For 4. list recall, this means that, on average, girls used 0.4 PEs more than boys did. For 3. interpret the author's intention, the effect corresponds to 1.5 PEs. The models controlled for the response correctness, meaning it is not caused by the fact that more girls gave correct responses and correct responses were associated with more PEs. For most items, the response correctness also showed a significant effect in that correct responses were associated with more PEs. There only was a significant interaction between gender and response correctness for 2. evaluate statement, showing that girls gave even more PEs when responding correctly to this item. For all items, a significant overall variation was found. Gender, the response correctness, and the respective interaction explained R 2 adj = 2 % up to R 2 adj = 16 % of PEC's variance.
PEC by gender-specific response types (A.II)
Prior to this analysis, cluster analyses were carried out for identifying gender-specific response types; see "Methods" for the rationale and Table S2 in Additional file 2 for the resulting cluster solutions. Only responses assigned to significant gender response types were included. As obvious in Table 4 , the effect sizes of gender-specific response types on the PEC were larger than the pure gender effects in the models presented in the previous section. For the smallest effect size in 5. evaluate stylistic element, on average, typical girl responses contained 2.8 PEs more than typical boy responses did. For 1. explain protagonist's feeling, the effect corresponds to 4.9 PEs, the largest effect size. These effect sizes appeared controlling for response correctness. Response correctness also turned out to be predictive for the PEC in most items. In most cases, correct responses were rather associated with more PEs. The items 1. explain protagonist's feeling and 4. list recall were exceptions to this, in that, here, correct responses were associated with 1.5 and 0.4 fewer PEs, respectively, than were incorrect ones. The interaction effect between the response correctness and gender-specific response type was significant for the items 1. explain protagonist's feeling, 2. evaluate statement, and 6. verbal production. Refer to Fig. 2 for all items' group means and 95% CI. Overall, the models that included the gender-specific response types all detected significant variation in the PEC across the four groups and explained more of the variation ( 14% ≤ R 2 adj ≤ 43% ) than did the purely gender-based models presented in the previous section.
PE features: micro and relevance measures (B)
In this analysis, PEs were classified according to two dimensions-whether they constituted micro-or macropropositions and whether they were relevant or irrelevant for answering correctly. Again, only the gender-specific response types were included. Figure 3 plots the relative frequencies of relevant and irrelevant micro-and macropropositions within the gender-specific response types. The lower, dashed abscissa shows the deviation of boy-and girl-specific incorrect responses. The deviations are sorted by their magnitude; while deviations dominated by boy-specific responses are presented on the left, those dominated by girl-specific responses are presented on the right. For example for item 1. explain protagonist's feeling, the lower bar on the very right shows that incorrect girl-specific response types contained 19% more relevant micropropositions (Mic & Rel) within their responses to this item than incorrect boy-specific response types did. The Venus symbol below the bar indicates that the deviation shown by the bar is dominated by girl types. On the other side, the lower bar on the very left shows that incorrect boy-specific response types included 18% more macropropositions within their responses (Mac). The Mars symbol below the bar indicates that the deviation given by the bar is dominated by typical boy responses. In addition to the magnitude of the deviation, the value of the dominating gender's incorrect responses for this micro/relevance class is shown by the dashed line. For example, the 18% more macropropositions in incorrect boy-specific responses are the result of these responses comprising 36% macropropositions. The analogous information for the correct responses is shown by the upper, solid abscissa and the solid line. Both lines are encapsulated by their 95% confidence intervals. The figures for the eight items reveal the following. All items showed marked deviations across the gender-specific response types overall-nearly in all correct as well as incorrect responses. Only the correct responses to three items differed barely (i.e., 1. explain protagonist's feeling, 3. interpret the author's intention, 6. verbal production). That is, for these items, boy-specific responses that were correct only differed marginally from girl-specific ones. On the other hand, for the same items, incorrect boy-specific responses differed from girl-specific ones. For example in item 6. verbal production, the lower bars and the dashed line show that girl-specific responses tended to include more relevant PEs than boy-specific ones did, particularly relevant micropropositions. Opposed to that, boy-specific incorrect responses incorporated about 12% more irrelevant PEs. The same figure can be found for item 3. interpret the author's intention where incorrect girl-specific responses contained 17% more relevant macropropositions and boy-specific ones tended to comprise irrelevant PEs, micropropositions, irrelevant macropropositions, and irrelevant micropropositions. The interesting bottom line of these relations is, while correct boy-specific responses did not notably vary from girl-specific ones, incorrect girl-specific responses still contained more relevant PEs. Also, they still referred to the more appropriate micro/macro level of the situation model. In item 3, the author's intention needed to be reflected on. Boy-specific responses here predominantly named the text's micropropositions. Although having failed to pass the threshold of correctness, the incorrect girl-specific responses did treat the correct situation model's level to answer the question. It was vice versa in 1. explain protagonist's feeling, where the question was intended to be answered using micropropositions from the text. Here again, incorrect girl-specific responses included PEs from the microstructures (also relevantly), while boy-specific responses consisted of 18% more macropropositions (36% in total). Hence overall, the typical girl responses referred to relevant PEs and the more appropriate level in the situation model-irrespective of the response's final correctness. For the other items, the same figures can be found rather consistently for incorrect responses as well as correct responses.
The described pattern was only broken in 8. explain story element. There, correct boy-specific responses contained more relevant micropropositions and generally more relevant PEs than girl-specific ones did. Here, the correct girl-specific responses appeared to contain predominantly micropropositions (80%), of which several were irrelevant (20%). On the contrary for incorrect responses, the pattern turned back again in favor of girl-specific responses.
Discussion
The present study followed two interests. First, a theoretical framework along with the required technologies were assembled in order to make text responses in large-scale assessments accessible to studies as a new source of information. Second, demonstrating the proposed methodology's added value, the study sheds further light on the gender differences in reading literacy.
The theoretical framework sketches how a student builds a mental representation of a stimulus and how they craft it into a response answering a question. The situation model (van Dijk and Kintsch 1983) comprises propositions spread across micro-and macrostructures, varying in how close they are to the text base. Attempting to answer a test question, the student identifies the question focus and category (sensu QUEST; Graesser and Franklin 1990) . The student uses the situation model as one source of several to gather potential propositions that would help to answer the question. Next, the student narrows down the propositions to fit the question focus and category. Having decided on a subset of propositions as the solution, the student finally needs to express this in written language by concatenating the selected propositions using a linguistic template in line with the question category (Graesser and Murachver 1985; Graesser and Clark 1985) . In this paper, we suggest that specific properties of the resulting text response can be mapped to successful or flawed processes. This is done via automatic processing of the responses ) by extracting proposition entities (PEs), part-ofspeech tagging, and semantic comparisons using Latent Semantic Analysis (Deerwester et al. 1990 ).
The PEC analyses and the gender gap's increase induced by the gender-specific response types illustrated that it is not reasonable to assume two distinct and homogeneous cognitive types for responding to PISA reading questions separated by gender. Rather, there appear to be different cognitive types in the reading literacy context that are unevenly spread across genders. The reported findings show how the typical responses for either gender characterize the genders in responding. Therefore, the typical boy is characterized by parsimonious selection of PEs. In the analyzed items, he used three to five PEs less on average than the typical girl. This only constitutes the effect size within either correct or incorrect responses, while the phenomenological effect is higher because boys respond more often incorrectly to the investigated items.
In some cases, the typical boy's cognitive frugality suffices to produce correct responses; on top, this can seem very concise and worthwhile. However, this positive perspective can be flipped in light of evidence for the majority of the analyzed items because the boy-specific characteristics were relatively consistent across correct as well as incorrect responses. In conclusion, the typical boy seems to involve a less stable situation model and to struggle with retrieving and inferring from it. The higher number of PEs in typical girl responses emphasizes that the typical girl liberally juggles the information in the situation model. Plus, the analyses indicate that PEs used in typical girl responses are not simple recalls of random information from the stimulus, but they nearly always use more PEs that are relevant and compatible to the question focus than the typical boy responses do. The relatively few PEs typical boy responses tend to contain are more often irrelevant than those in responses typical for girls-regardless of the response correctness for almost all items. This figure adds to the previous notion that the typical boy has difficulties accessing and searching the relevant parts of the situation model when responding to PISA reading questions.
Given a required threshold of engagement, readers who realize a gap or inconsistency in their situation model try to reconstruct the missing information (Kintsch and van Dijk 1978) . This reconstruction phenomenon occurs throughout the data, but when this process fails, it is most often associated with responses that are typical for boys. This can be observed in the high frequencies of irrelevant macropropositions. In these cases, the students try to come up with some information from their knowledge structures that fit the question focus in any way. Another strategy to cope with gaps in the situation model that are targeted by the question focus is to repeat micropropositions. Interestingly, both failing strategies are associated with the typical boy responses. For example in 4. list recall, students need to directly copy four terms from the stimulus to their response. This task is a mock-up for evoking the recall of micropropositions. While even the correct boy-specific responses consist of 10% of (irrelevant) macropropositions, the corresponding incorrect responses incorporate 54% of macropropositions. The same pattern but reversed can be found in other items. For example in 3. interpret the author's intention, macropropositions are necessary to identify the author's subtext. In opposition, the boy-specific responses to this item consist of about 40% of micropropositions, of which 63% are classified as irrelevant. The bottom line is, the typical girl seems to identify the question category more easily in order to conclude which knowledge structures contain the most relevant information for the correct answer.
Of course, all the discussed patterns constitute a reduction of this complex matter, and single outcomes in the analysis do not support the proposed interpretation. For example in 5. evaluate stylistic element in correct as well as incorrect responses, boyspecific responses contain 10% more relevant macropropositions than girl-specific ones do. At the same time, typical girl responses incorporate 13% more relevant micropropositions. There seem to be two equivalently legitimate lines of reasoning predominantly used in responses typical for one of the genders. Notably, the gender gap for this item is the second smallest and to a large part stems from empty boy responses.
In conclusion, the typical boy is weak in determining whether a question relates to the text's micro-or macrolevel and in determining the corresponding relevant information. Both could be addressed in interventions focusing on relevance instruction. With respect to the taxonomy suggested in the overview by McCrudden and Schraw (2007) , general-opposed to specific-relevance instruction could constitute one way to improve reading literacy among students showing these types of responses. Automatic processing of text responses would be an attractive way for identifying such students at a large scale. In the next steps, experimental studies need to investigate the mechanisms between the cognitions of interest and the resulting text responses, for this will show which additional indicators are available in the responses and which intervention might be most appropriate for which antecedents and circumstances.
With respect to the extracted measures' intercorrelations, there was a small tendency that the more information students included, the higher the share of irrelevant information and the more they wrote semantics that were not included in the stimulus. Moreover, there was a moderate tendency that higher proportions of text and question rephrasing went together with higher proportions of relevant information. Finally, test motivation was only marginally related to PEC. Partly, this might have come from the overall test motivation measure not directly targeting the reading assessment. On the other hand, this shows the PEC to be an independent measure providing important information. In this context, the findings by Artelt et al. (2010) are interesting. They showed that, when controlling for reading engagement and strategies, gender does not account for a significant amount of variance in the reading literacy anymore. The reading engagement indeed biased our analyses, because the analyzed items constitute only a subset of items from the reading assessment. This subset could not be balanced with regard to gender-specific interests. Reading strategies, on the other hand, are a crucial determining variable for the observations and interpretations in this paper. The reading strategies assessed in PISA 2009 by student self reports were memorization, elaboration, and control strategies (OECD 2010a). These strategies represent different (meta-)cognitive approaches. They would directly result in corresponding distinct response types like described in this paper. The memorization strategy refers to the degree of retentivity of micropropositions, while elaboration aims at integrating different propositions and deducing relevant information from them, which would result in macropropositions. Since the PISA 2009 text responses are paper-based and, hence, not accessible, and PISA 2012 did not assess the reading strategies, it will be highly interesting to replicate the analyses presented here with PISA 2018 data. With reading being the main domain, these data are going to contain information about reading engagement and strategies.
Limitations and directions
First of all, the analyses used only German data and need replication for other languages. Furthermore, large-scale studies only deliver correlative data, enabling the production of new hypotheses. But the causality of the involved mechanisms need to be tested in additional experimental studies. The substantive findings of this secondary analysis are constrained to the setting of the German PISA 2012 reading assessment, and whenever we refer to the "typical girl" or "typical boy (responses)" in this paper, this is the shortmore legible-form of particularly typical, observed response behavior for either gender in the PISA reading assessment. For the relevance measure, the PISA coding guides were used as the benchmark in lack of a better gold standard. As previously shown (Zehner et al. 2015) they are not exhaustive in that they do not cover the whole range of empirically occurring response types. Hence, the relevance measure reported here might be underestimating the true values. Although the typological approach taken in this study reveals new insights as evidenced by this study, it requires a more detailed theoretical depiction in the future. Furthermore, the micro/macro and relevant/irrelevant classification of PEs applied a norm-referenced comparison. This means, the classification is (i) dependent on the sample and, thus, (ii) not criterion-referenced, (iii) within-comparisons like gender gap analyses are legitimate, but (iv) the absolute values cannot be interpreted without further knowledge about the measures and other samples.
When PISA test takers go back to the stimulus text for retrieving information, they obviously cannot recall those from memory but need to construct the mental model again. For doing so, additional processes take place, such as skimming (Goldman and Saul 1990) and selecting the relevant information (sensu Rouet and Britt 2011) . However, this case is not an exception in that the construction of the mental model, possibly an incomplete one, is a prerequisite for successfully answering the question. Thus, we consider the described basic processes to still take place then. The data's enrichment by process indicators collected in computer-based assessments will allow to identify these situations for extending the theoretical framework and the operationalizations in the future. Process data constitutes empirical information about the cognitive states and related behavior (e.g., reading strategies) mediating the construct's effect on the task product (Goldhammer and Zehner 2017) .
The operationalizations in this study are only rough transformations of the respective parts in the theoretical models they are based on. This is mainly due to the performance level of contemporary natural language processing (NLP) techniques. We regard the proposed framework and employed technologies as a starting point for further works. The NLP techniques made huge steps in the last two decades having enabled the presented analyses. But on the other hand, they did not reach a level at which, among others, propositions could be extracted reliably and validly from texts, such as the presented student responses that are teeming with ill-formed language (Higgins et al. 2014) . That is not so much a problem at the morphological but mainly at the syntactical level. Unfortunately, this is not only a technical problem but it is a continuum as to what degree improper language can be decomposed into the writer's intentions at all (cf. Foltz 2003) . Furthermore, the models assembled in the theoretical framework contain a lot more detail in the features they are implying in cognitive processes. The features selected for operationalization in this study were the most informative to the matter of the reading literacy gender gap and at the same time feasible for the NLP techniques.
Additionally, the operationalizations could gain further elaboration in future studies by using additional linguistic information. For example, the PEs are determined by their parts of speech. In some cases, the definition of what can be counted as a genuine incremental information is a bit flawed. The general logic is described in the Theory section. The example there is that pronouns tagged with PPOSSAT (e.g., their [concern] ) are not considered PEs but PPOSS pronouns (e.g., theirs) are. Contrary, adjectives and adverbs (ADJA, ADJD, ADV; e.g., appropriate) are considered PEs because they typically add genuine information not already given by the noun or verb they are referring to. There are cases in which this consistently applied logic has a flaw. That is, when for example adjectives take the same semantic role like PPOSSAT do. For example in the/ART corresponding/ADJA concern/NN, the adjective merely adds new quality to what is being said about the concern but rather further defines which concern is being talked about-a linguistic function that could be regarded quite similar to the one of the pronoun in their/PPOS-SAT concern/NN. Accordingly, one could also regard auxiliary verbs as indicators for the mental representation of the tense in the situation model. This shows that what is being considered a PE is a question of relevance, because tenses would play an important role in a stimulus text in which the order of events is crucial. The definition of PEs in this study is fully compatible to the stimuli and items on which the analyzed responses are based on. With the definition of PEs being only approximations of the cognitions, such a slight flaw is regarded as acceptable, but there might be further developments in the next years allowing a more reliable measurement. Also, some of the described problems could be overcome by means of a constituent analysis.
In the future, it will be interesting to challenge the methodological approach presented by currently establishing developments such as word2vec (Mikolov et al. 2013a) or GloVe (Pennington et al. 2014) . These are modern, but similar technologies to the Latent Semantic Analysis used here. At the core, they also use vectorial representations of words for estimating word similarities, and, among others, they achieve this by analyzing word co-occurrences and applying dimensionality reduction. However, they utilize more scalable and powerful neural networks instead of a straight-forward singular value decomposition and allow several task-specific optimizations (e.g., Mikolov et al. 2013b ). Thus, it will be interesting to see whether the approach presented in this paper can be further optimized by using vectors computed by means of alternate models than Latent Semantic Analysis.
Conclusion
In sum, our study showed that open-ended student responses contain several elements that help understand the frequently found gender gap in reading achievement. No matter being correct or incorrect, text responses to PISA reading questions that were typical for boys contained fewer bits of information, more irrelevant information, and more often addressed the wrong level of information than text responses typical for girls did.
